
SHINJINKAI AIKIDO
Aikido Techniques and Terminology

A. BASIC TERMS

The following are general terms that all Shinjinkai Aikido students should know:

Dojo Fundamentals

Dojo - training hall; origin is from the Sanskrit “bodhimandala”: circle/place of enlightenment
Budo/Bujutsu/Bugei - Martial way, martial technique or method, martial art
Shugyo - denotes very deep physical and spiritual training, beyond the study of technique alone
Shomen - front of the dojo
Kamiza - literally, “god-seat”. Another name for the front of the dojo, where a shrine may be 
placed
Shimoza - rear wall of the dojo
Joseki - upper seat: facing the shomen, this is the right side of the dojo
Shimoseki - lower seat: facing the shomen, this is the left side of the dojo

Fundamental Training Vocabulary

Keiko - general word for practice
Kata - a training “form” designed to impart specific techniques and principles
Waza - a specific technique 
Dogi - (commonly, “gi”): training uniform
Hakama - baggy trousers, a traditional Japanese garment
Obi - belt
Zori - sandals
Taiso - warmup and conditioning exercises
Ukemi - techniques of receiving waza, falling, rolling, etc.
Uke - person receiving a waza
Nage or Tori - person performing the waza
Kamae - stance
Hanmi no Kamae - “half-body” stance 
Shizentai - natural stance
Taisabaki - body movement 
Omote - front
Ura - back, rear
Irimi - to enter
Tenkan - to turn or spin
Mae - forward
Ushiro - to the rear
Yoko - side
Hidari - left
Migi - right
Uchi - inside
Soto - outside
Jodan - upper
Chudan - middle
Seigan - lower
Kogeki - attack training



Suburi - practice of individual strikes with a weapon
Ken - sword
Bokken - wooden sword
Jo - approx. four foot staff
Tanto - knife

Common Japanese Phrases Heard in the Dojo

“Shomen ni Rei” - “bow to the front”
“Sensei (or sempai) ni Rei” - “bow to the teacher (or senior)”
“Onegaishimasu” - If you would be so kind
“Arigato Gozaimashita” - Thank you very much

Titles of People

Kaiso - Founder: in Aikido, generally refers to Morihei Ueshiba Sensei
Kaicho/Kancho - head of an organization (kai) or hall/house (kan)
Dojo-cho - overall head of a dojo (often, but not always, the chief instructor)
Sensei - teacher (chief instructor of a dojo, or persons designated by him/her as instructors)
Sempai - someone senior to you in terms of date of entry into the dojo (not judged by rank)
Kohai - someone junior to you in terms of date of entry into the dojo (not judged by rank)
Aikidoka - person who practices Aikido

B.  GENERAL CATEGORIES OF AIKIDO TECHNIQUE

Aikido techniques (“waza”) may at times be categorized using the following terms, which attempt
to identify the method of each waza (e.g. striking, throwing, etc.) or the situation in which the
waza is performed (e.g seated, standing, multiple attackers, etc.). 

Note that not all of these terms are commonly used by Shinjinkai.  Some of them are redundant,
and some are not completely accurate or useful in describing all waza. Still, these terms identify
key components found in many traditional Japanese martial arts, and so the student should know
them:

Nage-Waza - throwing techniques
Katame-Waza - general grappling/Immobilization technique (includes kansetsu-waza, shime-waza
and osae-waza, below)
Kansetsu-Waza - joint locking techniques
Osae-Waza - pinning techniques
Shime-Waza - choking techniques
Atemi-Waza - striking techniques
Tachi-Waza - standing techniques
Suwari-Waza - seated techniques
Hanmi-Handachi Waza - seated techniques, attacker is standing
Ushiro-Waza - rear techniques
Jiyu-Waza - freestyle techniques
Kaeshi-Waza - counter techniques
Henka-Waza - changing freely from one technique to another
Kihon-Waza - basic or fundamental technique
Oyo-Waza - Advanced technique
Renzoku-Waza - continuous techniques
Futaridori - two attackers



Sannindori - three attackers
Taningeiko - another word specifying multiple attackers
Randori - freestyle technique, generally against multiple attackers
Buki-Waza - general term for weapons technique
Tachi-dori - siezing away the sword
Jo-dori - siezing away the staff
Tanto-dori - siezing away the knife
Kumitachi - crossing swords
Kumijo - crossing staves

C.  NAMES OF AIKIDO WAZA

The following are names of major specific Aikido techniques instructed in the Shinjinkai Aikido
program, with approximate translations:

Ikkyo  - first teaching 
Nikkyo - second teaching
Sankyo - third teaching
Yonkyo - fourth teaching
Gokyo - fifth teaching
Hijijime - elbow lock, may also be called “rokkyo”, or sixth teaching
Kotegaeshi - wrist-turning
Yubijime - finger lock
Katagatame - shoulder immobilizing
Shihonage - four-directions throw
Udegarami - arm-entangling
Udegaeshi - Arm turning
Hiza Osae - Pinning the knee
Iriminage- entering throw
Shomenate - strike to the front of the head or face
Koshinage - throwing uke over the koshi: lower back and hip
Kaiten Nage - rotary or wheel throw
Jujinage - “character ten” throw 
Sokumen Iriminage - side of the head-entering throw
Kabutogaeshi - Helmet-turning
Sudori- Disappearing
Tenchinage - Heaven-earth throw
Ganseki Otoshi - Boulder drop
Kabuto Otoshi - Helmet-dropping
Ushiro Otoshi - Rearward drop
Sumiotoshi - Corner drop
Aikiotoshi - Harmonized-energy drop
Kokyunage - timing throw (literally, “breath” throw)

In addition, many of the above techniques will have variations described in terms of nage’s loca-
tion in relation to uke:

Omote - front
Ura - back

OR, in terms of the body movement used by nage:



Irimi - entering
Tenkan - turning

D.  KOGEKI:  ATTACKS USED IN TRAINING 

The following are names of the most common formalized grasping and striking attacks used by
uke in the practice of the above waza. Any of these may be joined into combination attacks, for
example “Ushiro Katatedori Kubishime”:  grabbing a wrist and choking from behind.  

Note that atemi-waza, the strikes used by nage in the application of many waza, are not specifial-
ly listed here, but are to be learned within the context of each waza.  

It should be the student’s goal to research in his/her own training how any of the above waza may
be applied against all of the attacks listed below.

Grasping Attacks (front)

Katatedori - grasping a wrist or hand
Ryotedori - grasping both wrists or hands
Morotedori - grasping a forearm with two hands
Katadori - grasping a shoulder 
Munadori - grasping the chest 

(note: katadori and munadori are often used interchangeably)
Ryokatadori - grasping both shoulders (or lapels)
Eridori - grasping the collar
Sodedori - grasping a sleeve
Kubishime - chocking the neck
Kamidori - grasping the hair
Maetori - front tackle or bearhug

Grasping Attacks (rear)

Ushiro Ryotetori - grasping both wrists from behind
Ushiro Katadori - grasping both shoulders from behind
Ushiro Hijitori - grasping both elbows from behind
Ushiro Kubishime - choking the neck from behind
Ushiro Eridori - grasping the collar from behind
Ushiro Kamidori - grasping the hair from behind
Ushirotori - bearhug from behind

Basic Striking Attacks

Munetsuki - thrust to the chest or torso
Ganmentsuki - thrust or jab to the face
Shomenuchi - downward strike to the head 
Yokomenuchi - strike to the side of the head
Maegeri - front kick
Mawashigeri - roundhouse kick
Yokogeri - side kick
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